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Look what we did!

From: Dress A Girl Around the World (mail@flocknote.com)

To: suzbeck@yahoo.com

Date: Tuesday, April 6, 2021, 02:27 PM PDT

 

Hi all,

Sorry for two emails in the same week, but I just wanted to share this.  After
emailing about the fat quarters, I happened to think one night (insomnia has it's
advantages...you listen the what the Lord says in the middle of the night!):  why not
make a full dress out of coordinating fat quarters, just sewing them together...??
 SO, I tried it (twice) and they turned out adorable!!

 

For the first one, we picked 4 of the same pattern, different colors. Of course that
means you have to sew side seams and that the armhole cut-out has a seam down
the middle; but in this case, I thought it turned out amazing!  This was using the full
length of two fat quarters, so this was a longer dress (notice the slit, which all longer
dresses need).  

In the second dress, we picked out 3 coordinating patterns of tan flowers, one each
for the front and back, then I cut one in half to use for the bodice (just like we'd do
with strips on other dresses); and of course there were side seams.  But aren't they
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adorable?!  

Who would have thought??!
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Sent by Suzanne Beck   Reply

 my info  •  unsubscribe

Just a reminder, we would still like to sell some of the huge amount of fat quarters
(YOU can try a fat quarter dress at home!) tomorrow WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7 from
10 am - 2(ish) pm at 1557 Hollyhock St, Livermore. (If you can't come then, let
me know and we can set up a time for some private shopping, tho we won't be able
to have them all spread out.)

Blessings,

Suzanne
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458 Maple Street, Livermore, CA 94550   •   StMIchaelLivermore.com
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